I. INTRODUCTION
The mining law is never separated from the environment part is the grace of God Almighty that must be preserved and developed ability in order to remain a source of life support for humans and other living things for sake continuity and improvement of quality of life itself. Today, environmental crimes are frequent around our environment, however all without us knowing it. For example, in mining, mining is effort to explore the various potentials contained in the bowels of the earth [1] .
The state takes full control of all the wealth contained in the earth and in the best use for the prosperity of the people. But in reality the people doing mining activities with no attention to important aspects at depth, such as not paying attention to the consequences caused or influence with the existence of such mining (illegal mining), but did not rule out mining is also done by mining companies that already have official permits.
The term mining law is a translation and English, that is mining law. The law of mining is: "laws governing the excavation or mining of ores and minerals in the soil ". This definition is only focused on excavation or mining activities of ores. Excavation or mining is an attempt to explore the various potentials contained in the stomach earth. In the definition this is also not seen how the relationship between the government with legal subjects. In fact, to dig the mining material is required company or agency laws that manage them.
Basically the arrangement of the management of minerals or mining fields at Indonesia, as well as the legal basis of other fields in general, that is, begins since the Dutch East Indies government Thus, up to the reign of the Old Order, in a concrete arrangement management of minerals or mining areas still using the law of Dutch East Indies products directly adopted into Indonesian mining law.
By type, the minerals, mining in Indonesia is divided into three categories: First, Mining Class A, covering strategic mineral such as: oil, natural gas, bitumen, asphalt, natural wax, anthracite, coal, uranium and other radioactive materials, nickel and cobalt. Second, Group B Mining, including vital minerals, such as gold, silver, diamond, copper, bauxite, lead, zinc and iron. Third, Group Mining C, generally mineral minerals considered to have a lower level of importance than both class other mining. Among others include various types stone, limestone, and others. Exploitation of Class minerals A is done State Company, while the company foreigners can only be involved as a partner.
While exploitation of Group minerals B can be conducted by both foreign companies and Indonesia. Exploitation of Class minerals C can be done by Indonesian companies as well as individual companies. As for the offender mining in Indonesia can be categorized into three, namely State, Contractor and KP holders (Mining Authority).
Along with the independence of the Republic of Indonesia, then as an independent State and sovereign leaders of the nation when it did formulation of regulatory procedures management of the mining field. But after going through various processes of debate and motion, then set mining management rules with issuance of Government Regulation. Substitute Act of Number 37 Year 1960 that set the special mining field. Almost simultaneously with the Perpu government RI at that time also issued Government Regulation in Lieu of Law No. 44 of 1960 which regulates specifically on Oil and Gas. Government Regulation in Lieu of Law (Perpu) Number 37 of 1960 on essentially an Indische Mijnwet 1899 (IM 1899) in the Indonesian version. That is, provisions contained in the Government Regulation in lieu of Law (Perpu) Number 37 of 1960 is an adoption of the provisions in the Indische Mijnwet 1899 (IM 1899) with authority to replace it as an example: Each said the Queen and Governor-General in Indische Mijnwet 1899 (IM 1899), respectively changed to national and government only to Perpu [2] .
Furthermore, some important issues issues on mining, is policy uncertainty, illegal mining, conflicts with local communities, mining tor k se conflict with other sectors. D emikian also occurring in some parts of Indonesia and several more locations that exist in Indonesia that many are mining without permission resulting in good loss for the community and Country.
For the achievement of the goal it must be implemented by all components nation, including the field of criminal law enforcement. In connection with the existence of mining activities without permission of objects on the ground then the government requires a legal product in the form of a Presidential Instruction of the Republic of Indonesia Number: 3 of 2000 on Coordination of Mining Problem Resolution Without Permission. The provisions of the president instruction referred to among others Instruction to the three paragraph 1 stigmated that respect the rights of ulayat (custom) and the interests of local indigenous people in accordance with applicable legislation, paragraph 2 states to direct awareness and legal compliance of the community in conducting business activities, including business activities mining properly and legally in accordance with prevailing laws and regulations and when necessary to conduct legal repressive actions and paragraphs concerning the allocation of natural resources for local communities, this is in accordance with Law No. 32 of 2009 on Protection and Environmental Management. Article 1 paragraph (31) contents "Indigenous and tribal peoples are communities that have historically settled in a particular geographical area because of their ties to the origins of ancestors, their strong relationship with the environment, as well as a system of values that determine the economic system, political, social, and hukum " [3] .
Seen from the regulation side, mining permit exploration and operation of non-metallic and rock mineral production including coal . Divided into 2 (two) namely Coal Mining Concession Working Agreement (PKP2B) whose license is issued by Central Government and Mining Authority (KP) with license from Regional Government. Since the era of regional autonomy, KP licensing has become uncontrollable as the regions are competing to issue the permit. This causes the impact of mining cases, one of which is the case of miners occurring in some areas of Indonesia. Basically, this case is already happening but the people who have around too apathetic with the impact of one of them is the recent incident occurred that there is a very deep puddle is about 20 meters caused by the former excavation of mining activities.
II. DISCUSSION
The world of non-metallic mineral mining and rocks in the last decade, since the recession occurred in Indonesia and the implementation of the Regional Autonomy Law began in 2001 has changed the paradigm of society so that opinions arise that eventually cause national problems with the development of mining by the community to meet the needs daily which subsequently becomes unlicensed mining entrusted by the funder, is supported by a trade system of petroleum or minerals and rocks and sand that result in consumers free to buy sand from unlicensed sand mining. Sand mining activities conducted openly (open pit) and underground mining (mine) cause environmental impact. Some impacts of environmental damage are the decrease in soil bearing capacity, decreased air quality. Coal mining with a mining system in the resulting environmental damage in the form of decline in soil surface and disruption of ground water level.
A. Factors Causing the Rise of Unlicensed Mining Crime in Indonesia
Unauthorized mining crime is a crime in a mining business conducted by an individual, a group of people, or a company / foundation incorporated as a legal entity in whose operation is not licensed by a government agency in accordance with applicable regulations, which threatens criminal sanctions for anyone who is in error the ban. Unlicensed mining crimes must also receive serious attention from the police, since the tasks of the Mining and Energy Agency are limited to supervision. While doing the action is the police.
The rise of mining crimes without permits / illegal mining in Indonesia is certainly encouraged or caused by several factors. The factors causing the rise of mining without permits / illegal mining in Indonesia which was collected by the author in scientific writing is as follows: [4] 
1) Economic factors
Economic factors are the most vulnerable to trigger a crime. One of the factors causing the rise of illegal mining crimes in Indonesia is the economic factor. Difficult job opportunities and employment opportunities that match the level of skills or skills of the lower class. Obviously the economic factor is the main factor of a person doing mining without permission. This is in accordance with the socialist theory proposed by Marx and Engels that "evil arises because of unbalanced economic pressures in society".
2) Perpetrators want to avoid the obligations that have been determined
One of the factors of unpopular mining in Indonesia is because the perpetrators want to avoid the obligations that have been determined by the Mining and Energy Agency and the local government, among others: production tax and levy tax (levy), LKMD, etc.
Clear that the factor of tax avoidance is the factor causing the rise of unlicensed mining / illegal mining in Indonesia. We need to know that the obligation and awareness of every citizen or legal entity in paying taxes, especially from the mining business is one of the sources of local revenue (PAD) which is allocated and allocated through APBN or APBD to finance the construction of facilities such as roads / bridges,
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health, education, shopping or salaries, and so on. It supports the surrounding community in obtaining public services in order to achieve prosperity and prosperity of the people.
3) Difficult to obtain IUP (Mining Permit)
A complicated and time-consuming process of licensing is suspected to be the cause of unauthorized mining in Indonesia. Here is one of the phrases from one of the unlicensed mining actors who successfully questioned the unauthorized mining activities in Indonesia by the author. 
4) Lack of socialization about the legislation

5) Weak law enforcement
The weakness of law enforcement is a factor causing the rise of mining crime without permit / illegal mining in Indonesia. Weak supervision and law enforcement seem to give flexibility and not deter miners without permission. This is due to the low number of settlement of mining cases without permits / illegal mining.
b. Seize tools used in mining activities without permission, both pumps and heavy equipment such as excavators and lowers.
